PATHWAYS TO COMPLETING SPRING 2020

March 31

Undergraduate students start here

Prepare: Calculate your grade before your final assignment(s)

If you have serious compassionate grounds, for reasons of illness, family emergency or similar, you may ask your instructor for a **deferred grade** or extension (DE).

Students who arrange **DE grades** should work with their instructors to set alternative deadlines. **Instructors normally must change DE to letter grade by May 15.**

For each course, choose to **continue**, ask for a **deferred grade (DE)**, or **withdraw**.

Choose to **continue**: Complete assignments (including final exam) and receive the final letter grade in goSFU.

If your course grade is lower than your CGPA*, choose **P/F**.

If your course grade is the same or higher than your CGPA*, choose **a letter grade**.

If you **choose to receive a letter grade**, it will be included in your CGPA and will appear on your transcript.

April 9

By April 9, choose to **withdraw**: https://go.sfu.ca (there will be no academic penalty and refunds are not available)

See full SFU FAQ at www.sfu.ca/students/support/withdrawal-grading-policies.html

This is an abridged and simplified flowchart. Further clarification about each step is available by connecting with an Academic Advisor at www.sfu.ca/fass/advising

*See go.sfu.ca for your CGPA as of the end of your last term

Congratulations on completing the very challenging Spring 2020 term!